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As HR teams wrap up year-end performance reviews and gear up for another busy recruiting
season, we thought it would be helpful to summarize what compensation professionals
should consider when selecting a salary survey.

Budgets are tight, resources are limited, and you are looking to get the most bang for your
buck to ensure your compensation packages are attractive to new employees and competitive
enough to retain your best workers.  Based on years of survey and consulting experience in
the compensation industry, we recommend the following:

Know your audience/target market.

Setting clear goals for how the survey results will be used by your company is vital to
selecting the right survey. Specifically, does the survey report on the type of data you are
analyzing (e.g., base salaries, short and long term incentives, cash bonuses etc.) and does the
survey include the companies that your present employees are recruited to and the
companies that you hire from? A good rule of thumb is that the survey should include 75% or
more of the positions that you are looking to price.

Ensure there is easy data submission and retrieval.

Your time is limited and involvement in a salary survey should benefit your team, not deplete
resources. A submission process that is documented clearly, makes prior submissions
available, and offers a vendor contact to interpret and deliver results is recommended for
success. It is rare that a survey submission does not have missing or incorrectly entered data
and the vendor should clarify up front how these issues are managed to ensure accuracy in
the finished product. If a survey only requires one round of data submission without further
communication with the vendor to address any data anomalies, you should be wary of the
quality of the final report. 

Ease of retrieval of the final report, via download from a website that is available 24/7, is
equally important. Having the data available in multiple formats (e.g., PDF and Excel) also
ensures your team can utilize the information successfully by isolating key data points such
as geography or asset size, to hone in on trends and relevant changes.   

Know the reputation of the survey vendor and the quality of their data.

The U.S. Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission have published safe
harbor guidelines for sharing healthcare survey data that have been widely adopted by other
industries for sharing compensation data. They are as follows:

Is the survey managed by a third party?
Is the information provided more than three months old?



Are there at least five participants reporting information on each data point published
in the survey?
Is the data weighted so that no company accounts for more than 25% of any data
point?

These safeguards not only protect the confidentiality of your data, but also ensure the
accuracy of the final results.

Look for added value.

Does the survey vendor facilitate networking amongst survey participants by offering results
meetings, job matching seminars, etc.? Does the vendor assist in interpreting the results by
relating the data to the current labor market and economic trends? Are you able to isolate
pieces of data easily in the final report or through custom reporting with the vendor’s help?
Is the vendor open to feedback and suggestions on how they can enhance the survey in the
future? All of these variables are relevant in finding the strongest survey value for your team.
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